Tub toys
by Terry Miller Shannon
When his father calls out “Bath time,” a young boy starts gathering all of the toys that will make his bathing fun.

Minifigure mayhem: Discover Lego Facts, Jokes, Challenges, and More!
by Beth Davies
Profiles LEGO mini-figures, from the zombie businessman and the hot dog man to butterfly girl and monster scientist, with jokes and challenges.

I love toy trains
Displays various running toy train models and layouts, featuring various hall of fame inductees and an operating layout with trains over one hundred years old, all set to music.

Pass go and collect $200: the real story of how Monopoly was invented
by Tanya Lee Stone
“A nonfiction picture book history of Monopoly, one of the world’s most famous games.”
Toys Time!: from hula hoops to He-Man to Hungry Hungry Hippos: a look back at the most-beloved toys of decades past
by Christopher Byrne
“What was your favorite childhood toy? Charming, playful, and full of photos of vintage toys, Toy Time! is an exploration and celebration of the toys that roused our imaginations, shaped our memories, and touched our lives.”

The way toys work: the science behind the magic 8 ball, etch a sketch, boomerang, and more
by Edwin J. C. Sobey
Discusses the history of almost fifty toys, how they work, their parts, and how to make one.

Beautiful LEGO
by Mike Doyle
Showcases artist’s creations using Lego blocks, ranging from incredibly lifelike replicas of everyday objects and famous monuments to imaginative renderings of spaceships, mansions and mythical creatures.

Sleuth & solve: 20+ mind-twisting mysteries
by Victor Escandell
“Channel your inner Sherlock as you puzzle over 20+ mind-twisting brain teasers in this book of clever, inference-based mysteries.”

Mind Benders Brain Teasers & Puzzle Conundrums
by Vikas Khatri
Enjoy mental workouts? Use math occasionally? Like numerical brain teasers? Accept intellectual challenges? Dabble in solving puzzles? Love solving Riddles? Answer “Yes,” to any of these questions, and this is the right book for you! If you want to test your logic skills and have fun, then read this collection of brain teasers and mind benders and check out how smart you are!

DIY dollhouse: build and decorate a toy house using everyday materials
by Alexia Henrion
The simple instructions cover everything children (and parents) need to get started, from making rooms out of crate boxes and pieces of scrap fabric to crafting countless furniture and household items using recycled materials.